Independent Verification and Validation:
Bringing a Success-driven, Neutral
Perspective to a Sprawling Initiative
The increasing complexity of technology projects means they become
overwhelming fast and, despite a significant investment of time and money,
often don’t achieve their intended outcomes. Independent Verification and
Validation brings our neutral, problem-solving team into the mix to head
off pitfalls, facilitate tough conversations, and collaborate with vendors and
stakeholders toward project success.

SETTING THE STAGE
Technology projects continue to become more
complex, integrating systems and data sources
to serve multiple (and sometimes competing)
stakeholders and working to make sense of
data in a meaningful way to serve business
outcomes and real people. Within private and
public organizations, the knowledge and ideas
exist for implementing meaningful change
by utilizing modern technology, but bringing
them to fruition is a challenge. The increasing
complexity of such projects means they
become overwhelming fast and, despite
a significant investment of time and money,
often don’t achieve their intended outcomes.
Indiana’s Family and Social Services
Administration (FSSA) experienced this trend
firsthand in relation to implementing a case
management solution. The desire to improve
service delivery for employees and constituents
was strong, and finding the right combination
of technology, data, and project management
expertise to achieve it brought another layer
of challenge to this important undertaking.

A B O U T T H E I N D I A N A FA M I LY
A N D S O C I A L S E RV I C E S
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N (FS SA)
FSSA exists to help Hoosiers live healthier
lives within engaged communities. Formed
in 1991, it serves as a funding agency for
health care and social services, administering
services to more than 1.5 million Indiana
residents through eight divisions: Division
of Family Resources (DFR), Office of
Medicaid Policy and Planning, Division of
Disability and Rehabilitative Services (DDRS),
Division of Mental Health and Addiction
(DMHA), Division of Aging (DA), Disability
Determination Bureau, Indiana 211, and
Office of Early Childhood and Out-of-School
Learning (OECOSL).

FSSA enlisted the Resultant team for the
Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V)
it hoped would mitigate risk, bring clarity to the
project, and ensure the successful outcome
of its important care management effort.
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THE PROBLEM
For many years, FSSA had envisioned a modern, enterpriselevel care management system that would help make
service delivery seamless, enable data sharing among
related government entities, and better serve users in- and
outside the agencies. In addition, FSSA wanted to achieve
increased security, improved data governance, reduced
maintenance and operational effort, and the ability to more
quickly adapt to ever-changing requirements driven by
societal need and legislation.
FSSA’s project scope was enormous, and so is the
agency itself, which further complicated the endeavor.
Numerous subagencies exist to support service delivery.
For example, the Division of Aging enables and funds
16 Area Agencies on Aging that span the state, working
to connect constituents to information and care.
Developing a care management system that intuitively,
securely, and efficiently brought resources to agencies
and constituents meant overcoming legacy systems,
outdated processes that had become cumbersome,
and resistance to change among teams.
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As with so many technology efforts of this size and scope,
standard client-vendor initiatives hadn’t produced the
desired outcome. Successive attempts over many years
had left leadership and key stakeholders with doubts
that success was possible. One last try at achieving a
modern enterprise care management system fell to FSSA’s
Division of Aging, which took a new tack for this final
effort. FSSA brought in Resultant as a neutral third party to
bridge technical, business, communication, and project
management gaps by providing Independent Verification
and Validation (IV&V) services. At the time, IV&V was a
newer concept in this space and Resultant was a new entity
to FSSA. However, Resultant was a trusted entity in the
Indiana State Government space and known for delivering
complex technology projects in other areas—directly and
by providing IV&V services that facilitated those projects.
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OUR APPROACH
For any IV&V engagement, our objective is to ensure
success for all involved. We’re not ideologically on the
side of the client or the vendors but a neutral problemsolving team who has long experience with bringing tough
projects to fruition. We approach any engagement as an
embedded team of pitfall spotters, tough conversation
facilitators, and engaged helpers who don’t stop at spotting
an issue but work with all invested parties to solve it.

After so many attempts at achieving a care management
system, building morale was almost as important as
building the system and a critical part of driving project
momentum. Because we were coming into the project
fresh, we were in a good position to serve not just as
problem solvers and mediators but cheerleaders, building
energy and keeping focus on the myriad citizens who rely
on the services of FSSA.

Building trust is essential to our role and especially critical
in an engagement where confidence and trust among the
stakeholders has begun to erode. Starting by making sure
everyone is heard creates a foundation. We initiate any
engagement by talking with stakeholders at every level and
across departments and agencies to gain insight into issues
and needs but also to make ourselves known and seen:
We’re here, and you can lean on us to help. Here, as in so
many cases, we learned of previous attempts at building
the system and heard from stakeholders and vendors
about difficulties, which gave us the context for shaping an
approach that would drive toward success.

In that same spirit, we were able to build the necessary
trust to collaborate with the project’s multiple vendors
and facilitate a mid-project change of a key vendor. Our
neutral position on the team and the stakeholders’ reliance
on us for achieving success meant that we didn’t stop at
identifying problems but contributed best practices and
worked with all necessary parties to find solutions.

Maintaining a meticulous schedule of daily involvement,
constant communication, and meaningful status updates
creates a clear and open view of progress (and the
inevitable challenges) that enables all involved to engage
with the project—and us. Aligning project management
to how teams and vendors work ensures details get due
attention without oversight and communication becoming
so burdensome as to slow progress. With so many
stakeholders and such a wide variety of needs, promoting a
common vision facilitates teamwork and collaboration that
go a long way toward success. Noting what’s working is as
important as delineating the things that aren’t.
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Our delivery of IV&V required the application of:
– Deep subject matter expertise
– Guidance and mentoring
– Mediation
– Risk mitigation
– Issue resolution
– Empathy
– Constant alignment
– Vendor oversight and support
– Knowledge transfer and continuity through
a key development vendor change
– Meaningful reporting—getting the right
information to the right people at the right time
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THE OUTCOME

IMPACT

FSSA’s investment in IV&V paid off in a Division
of Aging care management system built in
Microsoft Dynamics CRM—one that could
serve as the foundation for an enterprise
solution across FSSA. The system enabled the
Division of Aging to improve service delivery
to Indiana’s aged population. FSSA achieved
the platform it needed to support improved,
modernized service in April 2019.

FSSA now has the secure technology
foundation not just to provide more efficient
service but to respond to change down the
road—and with less maintenance than it had
required before the transition. FSSA serves
more constituents in less time, and it has the
data governance to continue streamlining and
tailoring services to improve program reach
and integrate services over time.

Previously, keeping up with current needs held
the agency in a cycle of spending; it now is
better positioned to focus on achieving new
features and enhancements that will better
serve employees and constituents. Refining
its approach to IV&V through this experience,
the State of Indiana and the Indiana Office of
Technology have improved practices in place to
proceed with confidence and greater efficiency
through subsequent projects.
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